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Paola Navone is an internationally acclaimed interior designer, art director and 
architect who has brought her unparalleled design and vision to EROSANTORINI, 
creating a private, exclusive-use Estate where sophisticated simplicity allows nature to 
take center stage.  
 
A graduate of the Polytechnic of Turin with a degree in architecture, her impressive 
career spans more than four decades. Highlights include designing the first collection 
of Armani Home, the collection Out of India for Anthropologie, and a line of furniture 
for Crate and Barrel; serving as Art Director for Gervasoni and Kieffer by Rubelli; and 
designing interiors of private homes and commercial projects throughout the world.  
These include the Point Yamu hotel in Phuket and the Metropolitan by Como at Miami 
Beach. 
 
Navone’s untiring curiosity is evident in her search for materials, forms and structures 
that allow for a continuous natural flow in all she creates. Described by admirers as, 
variously, straightforward, dreamy and eclectic, her work is a reflection of her mind and 
soul, blending the textures and colors of the Southern Hemisphere------where she has 
lived most of her life------ with the forms and rich traditions of the West. 
 
Her design philosophy is evident in her work at EROSANTORINI, which in her words 
reflects ‘‘an appreciation of simplicity.’’ EROSANTORINI is Navone’s vision for luxury 
as the Greeks have defined it --- soothing, natural, sophisticated and unpretentious. A 
collection of subtle textures --- linens, carpet, local stone --- bring an effervescence to the 
Estate. Celebrating life outside in ‘‘the most beautiful setting in the world,’’ as Navone 
calls it, color at EROSANTORINI comes from the natural landscape, the blue of the sky 
and sea, and the vibrant hues of lush vegetation.  
 
EROSANTORINI opened in September 2016 on the island of Santorini. Targeting 
small groups of high-end travelers seeking a private shared experience, 
EROSANTORINI features four independent suites that can accommodate a maximum 
of 14 guests (ten adults and four children). Each suite on the Estate features 
magnificent views of the volcanic caldera and surrounding scenery.  Unique to 
EROSANTORINI is its vantage point atop a cliff, offering complete privacy removed 
from the bustle of life below, yet with total access to everything the island has to offer. 
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